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The Collège d’études mondiales  
renews in 2019 the research 
programs of some of its chairs. 
These are entrusted to one or 
two internationally recognized  
researchers, who are invited 
to work on innovative research 
programs.

After a first appointment, six 
Chairholders wished to con-
tinue their journey at the Collège 
d’études mondiales. Their Chair 
has been renewed on the basis of 
a new scientific program:

| the Ecological Reconversion, 
Work, and Social Policy Chair, now 
hold by Dominique Méda and 
Florence Jany-Catrice;
| the Ethics and Finance Chair, 
now hold by Christian Walter and  
Emmanuel Picavet;
| the Global Destinies of 
Latin America Chair, now hold by  
Ernesto Ottone and Yvon Le Bot;
| the Territory and Population Chair, 
hold by Hervé Le Bras;

| the Chair Altérité, hold by  
François Jullien;
| the Applied Geopolitics Chair, 
hold by Michel Foucher.

Each of these chairs is thus 
given the opportunity to deepen 
previously developed issues 
while opening up new research 
perspectives.

For three of the six new scientific 
programs a new Co-holder have 
been appointed. Florence Jany-
Catrice is appointed Co-holder 
of the Ecological Reconversion, 
Work, and Social Policy Chair, 
Emmanuel Picavet of the Ethics 
and Finance Chair and Yvon Le 
Bot of the Global Destinies of 
Latin America Chair.

The Collège d’études mondiales 
team presents its best wishes for 
the year 2019

Renewal of six chairs 
of the Collège d’études mondiales

FOCUS
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Chairs
Initiatives

Seminars



Marc Abélès and Lynda  
Dematteo are organizing a study 
day entitled The Temptation of 
Luxury.

In the capitalist world, it seems 
appropriate to privilege the com-
modification or fetishization of 
luxury items. Luxury markets 
are structured around large 
conglomerates, and this has 
had a lasting impact on how 
the field is shaped. The trad-
ing devices that are currently 
implemented, as well as the 
mediatization and digitization 
through blogs and online sales 
systems, have contributed to de-
sacralizing the image of luxury.

This general context has had 
the effect of inducing a percep-
tion of luxury focused primarily 
on the object, and which in turn 
reduces the subject to the role 
of consumer. However, the rela-
tion to luxury deserves to be con-
sidered in all its complexity: in 
order to do so, it is worth shift-
ing the focus and privileging the 
point of view of the subject who 
carries desires and fantasies, 
and for whom the meaning of 
luxury resides in the dream as-
sociated with the object.

Tuesday 02/12 | 9am - 7pm | FMSH A3-35

Marc Abélès
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Chair
Welfare Economics

Order against democracy?

The Chair is organizing a dialogue between the sociolo-
gist and former Brazilian President Fernando Henrique  
Cardoso and Alain Touraine, on issues of democracy, so-
cial, political and historical actors, human rights, depen-
dence and globalization in an upset context.

On the occasion of the release of the book The Manifesto 
for Social Progress (La Découverte), the International 
Panel on Social Progress (IPSP) returns on the work done 
during a round table in the presence of Marc Fleurbaey, 
Marie-Laure Djelic, Olivier Bouin and Sofie Wolthers,  
followed by the screening of the film A New Society, 
which traces the scope of the project.

Monday 01/14 | 7pm - 9pm | Maison de l’Amérique latine

Monday 01/14 | 7pm - 9pm | Fondation Gulbenkian

Marc Fleurbaey

CHAIRS, INITATIVES & SEMINARS
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Chair 
Luxury in the age of globalisation

Chair Global Destinies  
of Latin America
Yvon Le Bot, Ernesto Ottone



CHAIRS, INITATIVES & SEMINARS

Initiative Plural 
Democraty and Economy

Launching of the cross seminar Defeating the ideologies 
that will seek to return to the very act of emancipatory 
thought, to what defines it, but also blurs the meaning 
when today the words liberation, autonomy are buzzwords 
whose breaking power is recovered or even falsified.

The conferences of this Research Initiative analyzes the 
social movements of the South of the planet or regions 
that are generally not very visible in the sociological field, 
like Brazil or Turkey, with the objective of better integrat-
ing the researchers, the analyzes and the actors of these 
regions in the construction of a multi-situated global 
perspective on social movements and the challenges of 
democracy in this troubled time.

Jean-Louis Laville

Monday 02/04 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-05 
Monday 02/18 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Monday 03/18 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-05

Thursday 01/31 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH A3-50
Thursday 02/14 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH A3-50
Thursday 02/28 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH Forum
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The measure of inflation in France. 
Fifty years of controversy

Since the mid-1980s, inflation 
has been contained by multiple 
macroeconomic policies aimed 
at putting prices in order. Despite 
sluggish inflation, its statisti-
cal measure (the consumer 
price index) remains the most 
consulted index on the INSEE 
website, due to its multiple uses. 
The price index is indeed used 
for indexing wages, pensions, 
but also various contracts, type 
of support.

However, are we measuring 
prices today as fifty years ago? 
What reforms have followed one 
another to shape the contempo-
rary price index?
On the occasion of the publi-
cation of her latest book The 
Consumer Price Index (La 
Découverte), Florence Jany-
Catrice presents her work and 
discusses it.

Monday 02/11 | 10am - 1pm | FMSH
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Chair 
Ecology, work and employment
Florence Jany-Catrice, Dominique Méda Initiative Social  

Movements in  
the Global Age 
Geoffrey Pleyers



This seminar seeks to take stock of the debates showing a 
tense sociology; it considers the current situation as well 
as the future of the discipline in the context of a global 
non-hegemonic sociology.

The researches developed within this seminar aim to 
study the processes of circulation, internationalization 
and transformation of religions in the world. The perspec-
tive adopted will be that of the social sciences, and more 
particularly that of comparative anthropology, in dia-
logue with sociology, history, geography and the human  
sciences.

Thursday 01/17 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Thursday 03/21 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm | FMSH BS1-28

Friday 02/01 | 10am - 1pm | FMSH A3-50 
Friday 02/15 | 10am - 1pm | FMSH BS1-05 
Friday 03/22 | 10am - 1pm | FMSH A3-50

CHAIRS, INITATIVES & SEMINARS

Seminar Global  
Anthropology  
of religions
Erwan Dianteill, Verónica Giménez Béliveau

Seminar For a  
non-hegemonic  
globalized sociology
Stéphane Dufoix
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Chair  
Exile and migration

Music in exile
While, fleeing war and destruc-
tion, the people who migrate 
every day to Europe bring with 
them their musical practices, 
how do we give them shelter, 
how do we give them hospital-
ity? The music in exile draws up 
a new sociology of the musical 
fact, which represents the oppor-
tunity to refound politics through 
art.

Alexis Nuselovici (NOUSS)

The stranger and the laws of hos-
pitality
Forum around the question of 
hospitality: this ancient notion, 
so full of religiosity and morality, 
is it always appropriate to think 
our present situation? Is it not 
reduced to a temporary “right to 
visit”, thus forbidding thinking 
of the transition from reception 
to integration, to citizenship?

CHAIRS, INITATIVES & SEMINARS

Friday 03/08 | 9:30am - 6pm | Cité de la musique 
Tuesday & Wednesday 03/25-26 | Collège international de philosophie & FMSH



CHAIRS, INITATIVES & SEMINARS

After a first session 2018 fo-
cused on understanding the 
mechanism, factors and pro-
cesses that have allowed China 
to grow for four decades, the 
second session of the seminar 
seeks to make an inventory of 
the Chinese economy, analyzing 
its trends , the challenges it fac-
es today and China’s economic 
relations with the outside world

Wednesday 01/23 | 5pm - 7pm | FMSH A3-35 
Wednesday 02/06 | 5pm - 7pm | FMSH BS1-05 
Wednesday 02/20 | 5pm - 7pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Wednesday 03/06 | 5pm - 7pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Wednesday 03/20 | 5pm - 7pm | FMSH BS1-05
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Seminar Chinese Modernity, 
transition and reform in China
Lun Zhang

The current injunctions to do 
more and more quickly give rise 
to increasingly powerful techni-
cal devices, both by their mate-
rial performance and their se-
ductive force. Thus, “artificial 
intelligence”, however as idiotic 
as any other mechanical pro-
cess, makes dream, and the pos-
sible industrial manufacture of 
babies would satisfy a new “right 
to the child” ...,

The 5th session of this seminar 
examines the links between 
technical and emotional excite-
ment.

Christopher Pollmann

Seminar
Accumulations and accelerations
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Saturday 01/12 | 6pm - 8pm | Université Paris Diderot
Tuesday 01/22 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Tuesday 02/05 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH B1-18 
Tuesday 02/19 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-28 
Tuesday 03/12 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH B1-18 
Tuesday 03/26 | 6pm - 8pm | FMSH BS1-28



Agenda
January

February
March



Agenda

January

JANUARY  PROGRAMME

15 16

JANUARY  PROGRAMME

01/12
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann
Université Paris Diderot | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

La généralisation du narcissisme : l’individu entre impuissance 
réelle et toute-puissance fantasmée

01/23
Seminar Chinese Modernity, transition and reform in China, Lun Zhang
FMSH A3-35 | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

L’intelligence artificielle et la transformation numérique de la Chine, 
une compétition by Guilhem Fabre

01/14
Chair Marc Fleurbaey
Fondation Gulbenkian | 7pm - 9pm | Registration

Les sciences sociales au service du progrès social by Marc Fleurbaey, 
Marie-Laure Djelic, Olivier Bouin and Sofie Wolthers

L’ordre contre la démocratie ?
Dialogue entre le président Fernando-Henrique Cardoso et Alain Touraine

Chair Yvon Le Bot et Ernesto Ottone
Maison de l’Amérique latine | 7pm - 9pm | Registration

01/22
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann
FMSH BS1-28 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Contrôle social et pilotage politique by l’affect par Anne-Cécile Robert

01/17 Sociologie post-occidentale et savoirs globaux by Laurence Roulleau-Berger
Seminar For a non-hegemonic globalized sociology, Stéphane Dufoix
FMSH BS1-28 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm | Free entrance

From January to March

Seminar Sociology of conflict, Hervé Le Bras and Michel Wieviorka  
| Every Wednesday | 11am - 1pm | FMSH A3-35

Exorganologie II Remondialisation et internation01/10
Seminar Pharmakon, Bernard Stiegler 
Maison Suger | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

01/31

Initiative Geoffrey Pleyers
FMSH A3-50 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Brésil : Les racines de la victoire de l’extrême droite  
by Cristiana Losekann and Geoffrey Pleyers

Exorganologie II Remondialisation et internation
Seminar Pharmakon, Bernard Stiegler 
Maison Suger | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance



Agenda

February

FEBRUARY  PROGRAMME
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FEBRUARY  PROGRAMME

02/21 Mouvements sociaux et régime politique en Turquie depuis Gezi :  
Alter-activisme, subjectivation et désubjectivation by Buket Turkmen

Initiative Geoffrey Pleyers
FMSH A3-50 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

02/01 La religion dans la rue : (in)visibilité et la gouvernance  
de la diversité religieuse by Mar Griera

Seminar Global anthropology of religions, Erwan Dianteill and Véronica Gimenez Beliveau
FMSH A3-50 | 10am - 1pm | Free entrance

02/04
Seminar Undoing ideologies - Initiative Jean-Louis Laville
FMSH BS1-05 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Les années trente de Maurice Blanchot : caractéristiques d’un discours 
d’extrême droite by Gisèle Berkman

02/06
Seminar Chinese Modernity, transition and reform in China, Lun Zhang
FMSH BS1-05 | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

L’impact des conflits commerciaux entre la Chine et les États-Unis sur 
l’économie chinoise by Lun Zhang

02/05
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann 
FMSH B1-18 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Fabrication asexuée et commercialisation de bébés by Monette Vacquin
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02/12
Chair Marc Abélès
FMSH A3-35 | 9am - 7pm | Free entrance

Journée d’étude : La tentation du luxe

02/18
Seminar Undoing ideologies - Initiative Jean-Louis Laville
FMSH BS1-28 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Penser l’émancipation avec l’utopie contre les idéologies  
by Michèle Riot-Sarcey

02/19
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann 
FMSH BS1-28 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Les enfants et les écrans : la fabrique d’un handicap social  
by Sabine Duflo

02/28
Intitiative Geoffrey Pleyers
FMSH Forum | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Présentation du livre Movimientos sociales en el siglo XXI

02/15
Seminar Global anthropology of religions, Erwan Dianteill and Véronica Gimenez Beliveau
FMSH BS1-05 | 10am - 1pm | Free entrance

Réinvention des pratiques pèlerines contemporaines by Elena Zapponi

02/20
Seminar Chinese Modernity, transition and reform in China, Lun Zhang
FMSH BS1-28 | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

Les marchés de change du reminbi (yuan) à l’étranger et le processus 
d’internationalisation de la monnaie chinoise by Baifan Pang

L’inouï, ou l’autre nom de ce si lassant réel 
Chair François Jullien
Patronage laïque Jules Vallès | 7pm - 8:30pm | Free entrance

02/07

Chair Michel Foucher - Séminar Violence and exiting violence
FMSH A3-35 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm | Registration

Chercheurs et décideurs : assurer sans inspirer ? by Michel Foucher

Émancipation et association by Jean-Louis Laville and Claude Sicart
Seminar Rethinking emancipation - Initiative Jean-Louis Laville
CEDIAS - Musée Social | 6pm - 8:30pm | Registration

Exorganologie II Remondialisation et internation
Seminar Pharmakon, Bernard Stiegler 
Maison Suger | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

02/11
Chair Florence Jany-Catrice, Dominique Méda
FMSH | 10am - 1pm | Free entrance

La mesure de l’inflation en France. Cinquante ans de controverses



Agenda

March

MARCH  PROGRAMME
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MARCH  PROGRAMME

03/05
Seminar Géopolitique de la connaissance et justice sociale, Luis Martinez Andradre

FMSH Forum | 4pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Défense du marxisme ? Autour de la pensée de José Carlos Mariátegui

03/21
Seminar For a non-hegemonic globalized sociology, Stéphane Dufoix
FMSH BS1-28 | 5:30pm - 7:30pm | Free entrance

The Science of the Global Social? Revisiting Sociology’s Post-Disciplinary 
Vocation by Dr. Inanna Hamati-Ataya

03/06
Seminar Chinese Modernity, transition and reform in China, Lun Zhang
FMSH BS1-28 | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

L’initiative de la nouvelle route de la soie, la réforme structurelle 
économique et la nouvelle stratégie de développement chinoise  
by Lun Zhang

03/08
Chair Alexis Nuselovici (NOUSS)
Cité de la musique | 9:30am - 6pm | Free entrance

Colloque : Musiques en exil

De Maurras à Kafka : dégagements par la littérature  
by Gisèle Berkman03/18

Seminar Undoing ideologies - Initiative Jean-Louis Laville 
FMSH BS1-05 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

03/20
Seminar Chinese Modernity, transition and reform in China, Lun Zhang
FMSH BS1-05 | 5pm - 7pm | Free entrance

L’économie chinoise en transition : ralentissement à court terme et  
perspective sur la croissance à long terme by Wei Sen Li

03/26
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann
FMSH BS1-28 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

L’électrification de la vie by Alain Gras

03/25-26
Chair Alexis Nuselovici (NOUSS)
Collège international de philosopie & FMSH BS1-28 | Free entrance

Forum: L’étranger et les lois de l’hospitalité

03/12
Seminar Accumulations and accelerations, Christopher Pollmann 
FMSH B1-18 | 6pm - 8pm | Free entrance

Désocialisation et robotisation des adultes connectés ?  
by Claudine Haroche

Seminar Rethinking emancipation - Initiative Jean-Louis Laville
CEDIAS - Musée Social | 6pm - 8:30pm | Registration

À propos de l’École de Francfort by Richard Figuier

03/14
Chair Yvon Le Bot and Ernesto Ottone
FMSH A3-35 | 3pm - 5pm | Free entrance

Violence, politique et religion en Amérique latine by Hugo José Suarez

03/22
Seminar Global anthropology of religions, Erwan Dianteill and Véronica Gimenez Beliveau
FMSH A3-50 | 10am - 1pm | Free entrance

Les Afro-Brésiliens du Bénin : aspects religieux et culturels d’une  
culture transatlantique by Joao de Athayde

03/15
Alexander I. Stingl, chercheur associé

Integrative and Critical Conversations on the Neurosciences.  
An evening with Victoria Pitts-Taylor and friends.



Founded by Michel Wieviorka 
in 2011, the Collège d’études 
mondiales is part of the Research 
Division of the Fondation Maison 
des sciences de l’homme.

The Research Division encour-
ages multidisciplinarity within 
the human and  social sciences, 
supports the development of new 
fields of research, and mounts 
innovative projects on the major 
issues of the contemporary world.

In this context, the Collège 
d’études mondiales participates 
in the analysis of global phe-
nomena by offering a stimulating 
environment for researchers: 
endowed chairs scientific project 
incubator; dedicated space for 
collaboration between research-
ers from diverse countries and 
institutional affiliations.

Directed by Laëtitia Atlani-Duault
Founded by Michel Wieviorka

The Collège
d’études mondiales

THE COLLEGE D’ÉTUDES MONDIALES
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Contact

college.info@msh-paris.fr

www.fmsh.fr/college-etudesmondiales

@lecollege.em

@lecollege_em


